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Water crystals are bead like crystals used in the nourishment of plants and cut flowers. Water
crystals primary function is to act as a reservoir to supply plants and cut flowers with a steady
stream of water which keeps plants vigorous and healthy. Water crystals also have a decorative
purpose in that they come in a range of different colours including red, green, blue, orange and
yellow to match the style and interior of your home.

The functional and aesthetics value makes water crystals ideal. No longer will you have to use soil
in your transparent vases. Water crystals is a form of hydroculture or hydroponics which is the
method of growing plants without soil. Over the centuries it has been proven plants do not need soil
to grow and water crystals is proof of that. Once the water crystals get too small to hold the plants
then simply place them in water and they will grow to their original size.

Practically, water crystals contain the very nutrients necessary to keep plants healthy and help cut
flowers stay fresh. This is possible because of the small microscopic holds in water crystals  that
releases water as well as nutrients through the holes to the plants as and when it is needed.

The roots of the plants actively seek out the water and feed in water crystals so the plants have a
steady supply of water and feed contained in the water crystals when needed. When Water crystals
decrease in size simply rehydrate and use again.

Typically when you pot plants in a flowering pot the mud used attracts bugs, flies and could become
a breeding ground for mosquitoes as well as good and bad bacteria. The bad bacteria is bad for
plants and causes plant diseases. Therefore if you want dirt free, odourless, non-toxic cultivation,
water crystals is your answer.

The aesthetic value of water crystals is clear for all to see. It can be used in the home, office and
wedding events.

Simply pick a colour that suits your home , your office or your wedding themes and plant your cut
flowers or plants in them.

Whatâ€™s more water crystals are translucent, bio-degradable, odorless, non-toxic, re-usable and
environmentally friendly. Water crystals will keep your flowers and plants healthier than traditional
methods and reduces watering by more than 80%.

Water Crystals reduce water wastage, increase the time between watering and promote improved
plant survival during dry times. The crystals are effective for up to 18 months and then biodegrade
harmlessly.
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more details on a water crystals than please visit our website a www.crystalsoil.com
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